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Abstract—Failure dependent protection (FDP) is known to
achieve optimal capacity efficiency among all types of protection,
at the expense of longest recovery time and more complicated
signaling overhead. This particularly hinders the usage of FDP
in all-optical mesh networks. As a remedy, the paper inves-
tigates a new restoration framework that enables all-optical
fault management and device configuration via state-of-the-art
failure localization techniques, such that the FDP restoration
process can be implemented without relying on any control
plane signaling. With the proposed restoration framework, a
novel spare capacity allocation problem is defined, and is further
analyzed on circulant topologies for any single link failure,
aiming to gain a solid understanding of the problem. By allowing
reuse of monitoring resources for restoration capacity, we are
particularly interested in the monitoring resource hidden property
where less or even no monitoring resources are consumed as
more working traffic is in place. To deal with general topolo-
gies, we introduce a novel heuristic approach to the proposed
spare capacity allocation problem, which comprises a generic
FDP survivable routing scheme followed by a novel monitoring
resource allocation method. Extensive simulation is conducted to
examine the proposed scheme and verify the proposed restoration
framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Failure dependent protection (FDP) [1]–[10] was reported
as the most general approach for spare capacity allocation that
can possibly achieve optimal capacity efficiency. Basically,
an FDP scheme protects a working lightpath (W-LP) with
multiple end-to-end protection lightpaths (P-LPs), each cor-
responding to a specific failure event. The pre-planned P-LPs
are typically only partially disjoint from the W-LP, while the
W-LP will be restored by activating one of the P-LPs according
to the identified failure event that unexpectedly interrupted the
W-LP. Although with the best flexibility and generality, the
FDP restoration process requires a suite of real-time signaling
mechanisms for failure localization, failure notification, failure
correlation, and P-LP setup (or device configuration), and is
considered impractical in an all-optical network where failure
recovery time of a W-LP should be within a few tens of
milliseconds.

To relax the stringent requirements on real-time signal-
ing and nodal processing, various protection schemes were
reported by imposing constraints on FDP to achieve the
respective design objectives. Path protection (such as shared
backup path protection SBPP) relaxes the requirement of
precise failure localization. It only requires a P-LP to be

disjoint from every shared risk link group (SRLG) involved
in the W-LP. Link/span protection [11]–[16] further restricts
the traffic switchover and merging to be held at immediate
upstream and downstream nodes of the failure, respectively,
in order to minimize the signaling effort and recovery time. In
particular, pre-configured cycles (p-Cycle) [12]–[16] stands for
a class of link/span protection schemes where pre-configured
spare capacity is allocated and pre-configured in a structure
of a ring to restore working capacity along the on-cycle links
and straddling spans. Due to pre-configured spare capacity,
the P-cycle approach shows the same protection behaviors
as a ring with an ultra-fast restoration process and simple
real-time management effort. P-Cycle has attracted extensive
interest in the research community in the past decade, and
has been widely considered in the practical operation of
Internet carriers. Again, these advantages are at the expense
of impaired capacity efficiency.

The merits of FDP are clear, yet the large management
complexity and long recovery time hinders its acceptance to
more practical purposes. To the best of our knowledge, all
the existing protocols for failure notification, lightpath setup,
and resource reservation have to rely on real-time control
plane signaling, which becomes a fundamental barrier for any
protection scheme to achieve signaling-free restoration that
can be completely performed in the optical domain. Optical-
layer failure localization schemes using multi-hop supervisory
lightpaths (called monitoring trails (m-trails) in the sequel)
have been extensively studied [17]–[29], and are considered
essential to the desired restoration process. However, none of
them has taught how an FDP restoration can be incorporated
for this purpose.

Motivated by the above, the paper investigates a novel
framework for FDP to achieve signaling-free restoration that
can be performed completely in the optical domain. The
proposed framework is characterized by a number of novel
designs that lead to intelligent control and autonomous fault
management for ultra-fast failure restoration. Firstly, the pro-
posed framework allows each node to localize any SRLG
failure by inspecting the on-off status of the m-trails that
traverse through the node. Such a node is said to be capable of
achieving Local Unambiguous Failure Localization (L-UFL),
and a network is called Network-wide L-UFL (NL-UFL) if
all the nodes are L-UFL capable [29], [30]. Secondly, the
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proposed framework allows sharing of wavelength links (WLs)
between P-LPs and m-trails. This is made possible since the
monitoring resources are not launched with any working traffic
and can be reused by a P-LP for working traffic restoration.
Since each L-UFL node can instantly identify the failed SRLG,
the required actions in response to any identified failure state
can be maintained at each node in normal operation; thus
all the intermediate nodes along a P-LP can start configuring
their switch fabrics immediately after the identification of the
failure without waiting for any failure notification and path
setup request, and the switching nodes of the interrupted W-
LPs can switch over the working traffic to the planned P-LPs
in the first place.

Based on the proposed restoration framework, we formulate
a novel spare capacity allocation problem aiming to minimize
the total consumption of monitoring and restoration resources
by m-trails and P-LPs, respectively. To gain deeper under-
standing on the problem, a polynomial time deterministic
construction for optimal NL-UFL m-trail allocation is devel-
oped on circulant topologies under single link failure. Based
on the construction we further analyze the upper bound on
the monitoring overhead (i.e., the monitoring resources not
reused by any P-LP). We prove that the monitoring resources
can be completely hidden no matter how small the working
traffic load is in the considered scenario. To deal with general
topologies, we then introduce a heuristic approach to solve the
proposed problem, where a novel m-trail allocation scheme
for multi-link SRLGs, called Network-Wide Local Link Code
Construction (NL-LCC), is proposed. Extensive simulation is
conducted to compare the proposed approach to p-Cycle and
Cooperative Fast Protection (CFP), which are two state-of-
the-art pre-configured protection schemes that do not rely on
network layer signaling mechanisms in the restoration process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background on restoration time analysis and failure
localization in all-optical mesh networks. Section III presents
the proposed spare capacity allocation problem and its im-
plementation issues. Section IV presents a novel construction
on special topologies similar to real networks. Based on
these results Section IV presents our analytical results on the
proposed problem, followed by section V which presents the
proposed heuristic. Section VI presents the simulation results,
and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

The section provides a background for the study, specifically
on restoration time analysis in the context of Generalized
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) and review for L-
UFL.

A. Restoration Time Analysis

Restoration time (or recovery time) is a critical parameter
of a restoration scheme. A sufficiently short restoration time is
necessary for an optical layer restoration scheme not only due
to the service integrity and continuity requirement, but also to
make the optical layer failure events transparent to the upper

layer protocols. The typical limit for restoration time is 50ms
inherited from SONET/SDH.

As defined in GMPLS control plane [31], a restoration
process of a W-LP is composed of a number of real-time tasks
after the occurrence of a failure event, until the interrupted
optical flow of the W-LP is completely restored by the P-LP.
Since this paper focuses on comparison of different optical
layer restoration schemes, the real-time tasks considered in this
study include (1) failure localization, (2) failure notification,
(3) failure correlation, (4) path selection, and (5) P-LP setup.
Restoration time tR is the time spent on the restoration
process, which is modeled as:

tR = tfl + tfn + tfc + tps + tdc + tts, (1)

where:
tfl is for failure localization, which is defined as the time

between the instant the failure occurs, and that the failure is
detected by some nodes close to the failure.
tfn is defined as the time period between the instant that

some nodes that identified the occurrence of the failure send
notifications to the corresponding switching node, and the
corresponding switching node receives the notifications. Note
that a failure may cause multiple nodes to notify/alarm. tfn can
be significantly reduced if the failure localization is performed
at a node close to the switching node. For example, in a
link/span protection scheme the failure is localized exactly at
the switching node and thus tfn = 0. On the other hand, a
path protection scheme usually takes much longer notification
time due to multi-hop signaling via a network layer protocol.
tfc is defined as the time period between time instant that

the switching node receives all the notifications, and the time
instant that the failed SRLG is successfully identified at the
switching node.
tps is defined as the time for the switching node to select

a right P-LP to restore the identified failure. Note that there
are multiple P-LPs for a single W-LP each corresponding an
SRLG failure event that may interrupt the W-LP.
tdc is defined as the time for setting up the P-LP, specifically

between the instants that the switching node selects a right
P-LP and that the P-LP is formed for traffic restoration. The
typical switching time (i.e., the time to configure and set up the
switching matrix of an optical cross-connect) is 10ms, which
is performed sequentially at every node along the P-LP1, thus
totally taking 40−100 milliseconds or even longer, depending
on the length and hop counts of the P-LP.
tts is the traffic restoration completion time that is nonzero

for all shared protection schemes. It is dominated by light
propagation along protection routes, which is about 0.005 ·
l[km], where l[km] is the physical length of the protection
segment. It is the time taken between the instant that the P-LP
is set and the instant that the destination node receives the data
flow to continue the service.

Dedicated 1 + 1 protection allocates two disjoint paths
for each connection and sends the same date parallel along

1A tell-and-go mechanism could be employed to pipeline the distributed
nodal configuration process, which is nonetheless not considered in this study.
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both paths. It gives the fastest restoration, where we can take
tfl = tfn = tdc = tps = 0, and tts is assumed to be a
few milliseconds. Pre-configured protection (e.g., p-cycle) can
achieve 25 − 30 ms restoration time by having tfl = 10 ms,
tfn close to zero, tdc = 10ms is required at the two nodes for
switch fabric configuration, and the propagation of the optical
signal along the p-cycle is a few tens of milliseconds for tts .

The above two schemes generally do not rely on control
signaling, but some other schemes employ a suite of multi-
hop signaling mechanisms. In shared link/span protection, tfl
is similar to that of p-cycle, but establishing a P-LP requires
multi-hop control plane signaling, which may yield a few
tens milliseconds depending on the length of the P-LP. For
path protection schemes such as SBPP, the restoration time is
even longer due to the multi-hop signaling and longer P-LPs
than that in link/span protection. A detailed evaluation on the
restoration time of the traditional protection schemes can be
found in [32]. At last, an FDP scheme could require the longest
restoration time due to the following three reasons. (1) Since
every node along the W-LP could be the switching node, tfn
could be the time of a multi-hop signaling process which is
the longest possible. (2) Since the P-LP is not pre-configured,
a regular P-LP setup process is required, which leads to the
longest tdc compared to any other scheme. (3) Since each W-
LP is equipped with multiple P-LP, a non-trivial tps exists and
should be the longest compared to any other.

B. Local Unambiguous Failure Localization (L-UFL)

Failure localization in all-optical mesh networks using
multi-hop supervisory lightpaths (S-LPs) has been extensively
investigated in the past decade, and numerous approaches have
been reported [17]–[24], [27], [30]. Monitoring trails (m-trails)
[27], [28] have been proposed as a monitoring structure that
generalizes all the previously reported constructions. An m-
trail is bi-directional and could pass through a node multiple
times and must pass a link twice in both directions. Therefore,
an m-trail could be in any shape (e.g., simple/non-simple path,
tree, and simple/non-simple cycle) whereas the transmitter and
receiver can be placed at any node along the m-trail.

Fig. 1 shows an example of m-trail solution to the network
in 1(a) for localizing any single link failure, where an alarm
code table (ACT) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The ACT keeps the
alarm code of each link (e.g., link (1, 2) is assigned an alarm
code 011), which further defines how the three m-trails (i.e.,
T1, T2, and T3) should be routed in the topology to achieve
Unambiguous Failure Localization (UFL). Here, Tj has to
traverse through all the links with the jth bit of the alarm
code “1” while avoiding to take any link with the jth bit of
its alarm code “0”. By reading the status of the three m-trails,
any link failure can be unambiguously localized. For example,
the darkness of T2 and T3 reports the failure of link (1, 2).

L-UFL is an advanced application of m-trail deployment.
A node is said to be L-UFL capable if and only if the node
can perform UFL by locally inspecting the on-off status of
traversing m-trails. With such a definition, [29] formulated the
m-trail allocation problem via Integer Linear Programs (ILP)

T1 T2

T3

0 1

23

(a) Topology and m-trails

SRLG T1 T2 T3

(0, 1) 0 1 0
(1, 2) 0 1 1
(2, 3) 0 0 1
(3, 0) 1 0 0

(b) Alarm code table (ACT)

Fig. 1. Unambiguous failure localization (UFL) based on m-trails.

T1 T2

T3T4

0 1

23

(a) M-trails

Link T1 T2 T3 T4

(0, 1) 1 1 0 0
(1, 2) 0 1 1 0
(2, 3) 0 0 1 1
(3, 0) 1 0 0 1

(b) Route table

Link T1 T2 T3

(0, 1) 1 1 0
(1, 2) 0 1 1
(2, 3) 0 0 1
(3, 0) 1 0 0

(c) ACT at node 1

Fig. 2. Network-wide Local UFL (NL-UFL) via m-trails

when a set of nodes are required to be L-UFL capable. It
was shown that the increase of the number of L-UFL capable
nodes yields a very mild increase of the consumed monitoring
resources. In [30] a comprehensive analysis framework is
provided by having every node to be L-UFL capable, namely
the Network-wide L-UFL (NL-UFL). Note that both of the
above studies considered single-link SRLGs.

C. The NL-UFL problem formulation

The problem formulation for NL-UFL m-trail allocation
from [30] is reviewed as follows. The input is a network
topology, which is represented by an undirected graph G(V,E)
with a set of links E and nodes V , and a set of SRLGs denoted
by Z , where each SRLG z ∈ Z is a set of links. We assume at
most a single SRLG is failed at a time. The task is to allocate
a set of m-trails denoted by T , such that
(R1): Each m-trail Tj ∈ T is a connected subgraph of G for

j = 1, . . . , b, where b is the total number of trails.
(R2): At each node v ∈ V each SRLG z ∈ Z has a unique

alarm code avz , where avz = [avz,[1], a
v
z,[2], . . . , a

v
z,[bv ]]

is a binary vector, bv is the total number of m-trails
traversing node v, and the jth bit of avz , denoted
by avz,[j], is 0 if the jth m-trail traversing node v
is operating after failure z, and 1 otherwise.

For NL-UFL the objective is to minimize the total cover
length, which is the sum of links in each m-trail in the solution
and denoted by ‖T ‖.

Thus for each node v we define an ACT, denoted as Av ,
which is a |Z|× bv size matrix with each row as avz , ∀z ∈ Z .
Obviously b ≥ bv for each v ∈ V , as it is a sub-matrix of the
global ACT. When any failure occurs and interrupts one or a
number of m-trails, node v will obtain a nonzero alarm code
which uniquely identifies the failed SRLG.

Note that since each m-trail is bi-directional, it is sufficient
to have Tj as a connected graph such that each traversed node
can instantly obtain the on-off status of Tj . Fig. 2(a) shows
an example of NL-UFL for any single-link SRLG using four
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m-trails in a topology with 4 nodes. Fig. 2(b) shows the routes
of the four m-trails T1, T2, T3, and T4. In our case, each of
the four nodes can achieve single-link UFL by inspecting the
locally available on-off status of the traversing m-trails. For
example, node 1 maintains an ACT as shown in Fig. 2(c),
where the on-off status of T1, T2, and T3 form an alarm code
of three bits which uniquely maps to each possible link failure
event. If node 1 finds that T1 and T2 become suddenly off
while T3 is still on, link (0, 1) is considered down and can be
localized as defined in the first row of the ACT; if T1 and T2
are on while T3 is off (as shown in the third row of the ACT),
link (2, 3) is considered down. Similarly, node 0, 2, and 3 can
perform UFL by maintaining their ACTs, each of which keeps
the mapping between all the considered failure states and the
on-off status of the traversing m-trails.

With the above, we have the amount of required monitoring
resource along link e, denoted as:

me =
∑

1≤j≤b

ITj,e (2)

where ITj,e is the trail-link indicator (a.k.a global ACT) which
is 1 if the jth m-trail passes through link e, and 0 otherwise.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

We will first provide a detailed description on the pro-
posed restoration framework and explain why it can achieve
signaling-free restoration in the control plane of the optical
domain. Then a spare capacity allocation (SCA) task is then
defined according to the framework.

A. Framework Introduction

In a nutshell, the proposed framework integrates the FDP
restoration process with state-of-the-art all-optical failure lo-
calization techniques. By equipping each node with a capabil-
ity of unambiguously localizing any SRLG failure (or referred
to as L-UFL [30]), the switching node can precisely identify
the failed SRLG by inspecting the traversing m-trails, which
carries out the failure localization and failure notification tasks
in the conventional restoration process without relying on any
multi-hop signaling. On the other hand, since all the nodes
along the P-LPs are L-UFL nodes, too, they can identify
the failed SRLG using the traversing m-trails. Thus, with the
prior knowledge regarding the mapping between each SRLG
and switching fabric configuration, the intermediate nodes
can start device configuration as soon as the failed SRLG
is identified. The above restoration process demonstrates a
completely signaling-free framework for FDP restoration, and
its restoration time tFDPr can be modeled as:

tFDPr = tFDPfl + tps + tFDPdc + tts, (3)

where tFDPfl is the time by which the monitoring result
converges at each node. An upper bound for tFDPfl is the
propagation delay of the longest m-trail; and tFDPdc is the time
for a single node to configure its switching fabric because
all the intermediate nodes along the P-LP can start device

configuration in parallel right after the identification of the
corresponding failed SRLG; and tps and tts are the same as
that in Eq. (1).

Clearly, the proposed restoration process can be performed
completely in the optical domain because no nodal signaling is
required. Therefore, it demonstrates many advantages over the
conventional restoration approaches where multi-hop signaling
mechanisms have to be in place. The expenses paid for the
advantages are the complexity in designing the m-trails for
achieving NL-UFL and corresponding resource monitoring.
Besides, each node must be informed in advance regarding
how it should react to any identified SRLG failure. To be
specific, the switching node of any W-LP and the intermediate
nodes of any P-LP have to know in which circumstances they
should switch over the working traffic and configure their
devices to form the P-LP. Such information can be maintained
at each node and is updated whenever any W-LP is set up or
torn down, or any newly established P-LP traverses through
the node.

The rest of the section introduces a novel spare capacity
allocation problem under the proposed framework.

B. The FDP-SCA Problem Formulation

A key issue to achieve the proposed all-optical restoration
framework is to develop an approach of finding m-trails and
P-LPs under FDP, provided with the network topology and a
set of W-LPs. The spare capacity problem is different from
any previously reported ones since it considers the allocation
of both monitoring resources (for m-trails) and restoration
resources (for P-LPs). Without loss of generality, the paper
assumes that every lightpath, including W-LPs, P-LPs, and m-
trails, takes a single WL; and each WL takes a single unit of
bandwidth. The input of the problem is as follows.

1) The network topology, which is represented by an undi-
rected graph G(V,E). For the sake of simplicity we
assume infinite capacity on each link.

2) The set of SRLGs, which is denoted by Z . Each SRLG
z ∈ Z contains one, or at most two adjacent links.

3) The traffic as a set of W-LPs denoted as W =
W1,W2, . . . ,Wk, where k is the total number of W-LPs.
Each Wj is a path in G between nodes sj and dj for
j = 1, . . . , k.

The proposed SCA problem is to minimize the total spare
capacity (denoted by M) while achieving: (i) a feasible solu-
tion for NL-UFL m-trail allocation under multi-link SRLGs,
and (ii) restoration capacity allocation for FDP. Formally

M =
∑
e∈E

ue . (4)

where ue denotes the spare capacity along link e ∈ E in terms
of the number of wavelength links (WLs).

An important feature of the proposed approach is that the
spare capacity taken by the m-trails can be reused by any P-LP.
This is a reasonable assumption since both spare capacity by P-
LPs and m-trails are not launched with working traffic during
normal operations. Once there is a failure, all monitoring
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resources for the m-trails can be released and reused by the
P-LPs, thanks to NL-UFL which enables all the nodes to
instantly react upon the identified failure. With this, we have:

ue = max{me, pe}, (5)

where me denotes the required monitoring resources for the
m-trails as given in (2), and pe denotes the restoration capacity
for FDP on link e ∈ E that is formalized as follows.

1) Restoration Capacity pe: For each Wj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
a set of P-LPs denoted as P zj ,∀z ∈ Zj , is determined such
that they are simple paths with source sj and destination dj
while disjoint from each z. Let Wz ⊆ W be a subset of W-
LPs, which are the W-LPs possibly interrupted by failure z.
Let Zj ⊆ Z be a subset of SRLGs traversed by Wj . The
amount of reserved working capacity along link e is denoted
as qe, ∀e ∈ E; formally qe =

∑
1≤j≤k I

W
j,e, where IWj,e is a

working path-link indicator which is 1 if Wj passes through
link e, and 0 otherwise. Let IP,zj,e be a protection path-link
indicator which is 1 if P zj traverses e, and 0 otherwise. Let
the restoration capacity along link e in the failure event of z
be denoted by pze . We have the following relation:

pze =
∑

1≤j≤k

IP,zj,e −
∑

Wj∈Wz

IWj,e , (6)

where the term
∑
Wj∈Wz IWj,e stands for the free capacity

gained by stub release at link e after the failure event at z
which interrupted all Wj ∈ Wz .

The condition for pe to restore every affected W-LP Wj ∈
Wz by failure z is:

pe ≥ max
z∈Zj

pze . (7)

Note that there are some other costs consumed by the
deployment and operation of m-trails. The costs include (1)
transmitters for the m-trails, (2) lambda monitors at each
node for the input/output ports that the m-trails take, and (3)
wavelength channels used by the m-trails. In this study we took
(3) as a dominant cost while ignoring (1) and (2) because of
the following reasons.

Although the optical transmitters are expensive optical
devices, for S-LPs low bitrate transponders are enough, and
network providers always have some spare old transmitters.
Besides, in our experiments, the number of m-trails (each
taking a single transmitter to operate) was always limited
compared to the network size. Regarding (2), since each node
needs to be able to obtain the on-off status of the traversing
m-trails (which are simply lightpaths), it is necessary to
equip each node with lambda monitoring ability. However,
we find that lambda monitors have been build-in devices in
commercial OXCs [33], [34] for the purpose of automatic
power leveling. It is essential in adjusting the signal power of
individual optical channels for all-optical amplification, mostly
done by attaching a monitoring photo-diode at each channel
port or by using a common spectrum analyzer unit. Thus, very
little cost is incurred due to the required lambda monitoring
capability in the OXCs.

In general, the monitoring resource consumption is deter-
mined only by the topology and SRLGs considered in the
problem regardless of the traffic, which serves as a constant
expense; on the other hand, the amount of restoration resources
heavily depends on the amount of working traffic. Thus, when
the amount of working capacity increases, more monitoring
resources will be reused due to the increased restoration
resource consumption, and gradually all the monitoring re-
sources are reused. We define the monitoring resources that
are not shared by any P-LP as monitoring overhead, denoted
by re = max{0,me − pe}. The monitoring resources are
expected to be completely hidden by P-LPs, provided that we
have sufficient working capacity in the network, resulting zero
monitoring overhead. This is also referred to as the monitoring
resource hidden property where all WLs taken by m-trails are
also reserved by P-LPs.

IV. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

With the SCA problem formulated in the previous section,
we are particularly interested in the monitoring resource
hidden property, which defines and quantifies in what circum-
stances the monitoring WLs are all reused by the P-LPs. In
other words, there is no additional resource consumed due
to the deployment of the m-trails and thus the spare capacity
consumption is the same as that of the conventional FDP which
is optimal among all the protection schemes. As a first study
into the proposed framework, we analyze the problem under
single-link SRLGs in circulant graphs, aiming to gain deeper
understanding on the performance behaviour of the proposed
framework.

The section firstly introduces a novel construction to-
ward essential optimal NL-UFL solutions for circulant graphs
Cn(1, 2). A circulant Cn(1, 2) graph has nodes V =
{0, 1, . . . , n−1} with each node j adjacent to [(j+1) mod n]
and [(j + 2) mod n]. An example of circulant C9(1, 2) is
given in Fig. 3.

Circulant networks are often adopted when the network
topology should preserve simplicity, low cost, and scalability
while increasing the robustness and speed of communication
[35]. For example, all-to-all routing in local area networks
can be implemented with optical chordal rings, which are
often circulant as well [36], [37]. In particular the Cn(1, 2)
is 4-regular and commonly referred to as a double loop
network [35]. These LANs are often designed for specialized
application scenarios, such as supercomputing [38], and on-
board avionic communications [39].

On the basis of the construction on circulant graphs, in the
next section we investigate the monitoring resource hidden
property of the problem.

A. NL-UFL construction for circulant graphs

Circulant graphs Cn(1, 2) under single-link SRLGs are con-
sidered. We define an NL-UFL m-trail solution as essentially
optimal if the gap to the optimal total monitoring resource
consumption is less than O(log |E|) in every case.
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Fig. 3. An example of a circulant graph G = C9(1, 2)

Theorem 1: NL-UFL can be achieved in a circulant graph
G = Cn(1, 2) via a number of b = dlog2(2n + 1)e m-trails,
where each m-trail is a spanning sub-graph of G with a total
cost bn+ 1.

Proof: To prove the theorem, our approach is via a novel
construction that generates a set of connected subgraphs of G
as m-trails, which can be proved to achieve NL-UFL for any
single-link failure.

1) The proposed construction: Let an alarm code of each
link in G be b bits in length. The code [11 . . . 1]2 is assigned to
edge (0, 1), while the other edges (v, v+ 1) are each assigned
with an alarm code that is the binary representation of the
value v + 1. Note that, the first bit of these codes is always
0 and the rest is a nonzero bit vector. Moreover, these can
be accomplished by using b bits only. Indeed, we have 2b ≥
2n+ 2, giving that even the binary code of n bits fits in b− 1
bits. Edge (v, v+ 2) is assigned with a code which is bitwise
complement of the alarm code of (v, v + 1) where v 6= 0.
Thus, the first bit of these codes for (v, v + 2) is 1. Besides,
the complementary pair of codes [00 . . . 01] and [11 . . . 10] are
not assigned to any edge. Finally, edge (0, 2) is associated with
the bit vector [00 . . . 01].

The set of m-trails is deployed in such a way that Tj
traverses through all the edges with their jth bit value 1 while
disjoint from any edge with the jth bit value 0.

2) Correctness of the constructed m-trail solution: It is
clear that such an assignment generates a unique alarm code
for each link. In the rest of the proof we show that for any
1 ≤ j ≤ b, the subgraph Tj corresponding to links with their
jth bit position of alarm codes 1 is connected and spans the
whole vertex set. To make the proof easily presented, let us
take each edge in G as directed counter-clockwise, i.e., edge
(v, v+ 1) is directed from v to v+ 1, and similarly (v, v+ 2)
from v to v + 2. It is sufficient to show that every directed
cycle from the edges of Tj passes through node 0. This is
due to the following two facts: (1) the codes of (v, v+ 1) and
(v, v+2) as v 6= 0 are bitwise complement to each other, thus
Tj must connect from v to either v + 1 or v + 2, this results
every cycle to traverse the circulant graph counter-clockwise
through either node 0 or 1; and (2) when v = 0, edge (0, 1)
is in Tj for every j, since it has a code [11 . . . 1].

3) Number of m-trails for NL-UFL: To evaluate the total
cost, the alarm codes for the directed edges leaving vertex 0

2x . . . x denotes a code fragment with x in every bit position

contain exactly b + 1 values of 1 (i.e., edge (0, 1) has b m-
trails to traverse through, and edge (0, 2) has 1). For the other
edges (v, v+1) and (v, v+2) with v 6= 0, each of them has b
values of 1. This implies that the total number of 1s is bn+ 1
as claimed.

The proposed construction is optimal in terms of the number
of m-trails as shown by the information theoretic lower bound
b ≥ dlog2(|E| + 1)e and |E| = 2n. The solution is a
feasible NL-UFL solution because each m-trail spans the
whole network with unique alarm code for each link. Next we
show that the proposed construction yields essentially optimal
NL-UFL solutions in terms of the total cost.

B. Lower bound on total cover length

Let G be a connected graph with n nodes and m edges, and
T1, . . . , Tb be an NL-UFL solution. The total cover length of
an NL-UFL solution, denoted by ‖T‖ is defined as the number
of links (or WLs) consumed by all the m-trails, which is the
total hop count traversed by the m-trails.

Let r(T ) denote the number of nodes m-trail T has. These
nodes are aware of the on-off status of T . A trivial upper
bound on r(T ) is |T | + 1 where |T | is the number of edges
traversed by T ; or formally

r(T ) ≤ |T |+ 1. (8)

Theorem 2: The total cover length for an NL-UFL solution
is at least

‖T‖ ≥


n ·m
m+ 2

log2(m), if n− 1 ≥ m
2 , (9a)

m+ (n− 1) log2

(
n− 1

2

)
otherwise. (9b)

where m = |E| and n = |V |.
Proof: Let ω(|Ti|) be a cost function for m-trail Ti as

follows

ω(|Ti|) =


2|Ti|

1 + |Ti|
if |Ti| ≤ n− 1, (10a)

2|Ti|
n

otherwise. (10b)

Let us define a matrix Ω with b columns and n rows, where

ωv,i =

{
|Ti|
r(Ti)

the ith m-trail traverses node v,
0 otherwise.

(11)

The size of Ti can be expressed as

n∑
v=1

ωv,i =
∑
v∈Ti

|Ti|
r(Ti)

= |Ti|. (12)

Thus we have

b∑
i=1

n∑
v=1

ωv,i =

b∑
i=1

|ti| = ‖T‖ (13)
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which can be reordered as

‖T‖ =

b∑
i=1

n∑
v=1

ωv,i =

n∑
v=1

(
b∑
i=1

ωv,i

)
=

=

n∑
v=1

 ∑
i|v∈Ti

ωv,i

 ≥ n∑
v=1

 ∑
i|v∈Ti

ω(|Ti|)
2

 ≥ nΩ

2
(14)

where Ω is a lower bound on
∑b
i ω(|Ti|). The first inequality is

a consequence of (8). Note that the function ω(t) satisfies the
conditions in the Definition 1 in [40], because ω(t+1) ≥ ω(t),
ω(1) = 1, and ω(t+1)

t+1 ≤ ω(t)
t . Although the problem scenario

with m-trails is slightly different than finding a separating
system as in the gnCGT problem since none of the items
can have all zero code. However, such a constraint further
restricts the problem, thus the lower bounds derived in the
gnCGT problem remains valid here as well.

Consider the case (9a). Then we have t = |Ti| ≤ m
2 ≤ n−1,

hence the cost function here is (10b). By Theorem 1 of [40]
we have

Ω ≥ min
1≤t≤m

2

2t

1 + t

(
log2 t+

m

t
− 1
)

(15)

where inside the min there is an decreasing function of t as
proved in Lemma 3 in [40]. Thus, it leads to

Ω ≥
2m2
m
2 + 1

(
log2

(m
2

)
+
m
m
2

− 1

)
=

=
2m

m+ 2
(log2(m)− 1 + 2− 1) =

2m

m+ 2
log2(m). (16)

Putting it together with (14) we get (9a).
We prove (9b) by applying Theorem 1 from [40]. We obtain

Ω ≥ min
1≤t≤m

2

ω(t)
(

log2 t+
m

t
− 1
)

=

min

{
min

1≤t≤n−1

2t

1 + t

(
log2 t+

m

t
− 1
)
,

min
n−1≤t≤m

2

2t

n

(
log2 t+

m

t
− 1
)}

(17)

where inside the first min there is a decreasing function of t
(Lemma 2 in Appendix), while inside the second min there
is an increasing function of t (Lemma 3 in Appendix). The
minimum is attained at t = n− 1. It leads to

Ω ≥ 2(n− 1)

n

(
log2(n− 1) +

m

n− 1
− 1

)
=

2

n

(
(n− 1) log2(

n− 1

2
) +m

)
(18)

Putting it together with (14) we get (9b).
Corollary 1: The m-trail construction in Theorem 1 is an

essentially optimal NL-UFL solution.
Proof: The average nodal degree is 4, thus m = 2n.The

total monitoring capacity of the construction of Theorem 1 is

ndlog2(2n+ 1)e. According to Theorem 2 the total cost is at
least

m+ (n− 1) log2

(
n− 1

2

)
=

2(n− 1) + 2 + (n− 1) (log2(2n− 2)− 2) =

2 + (n− 1) (log2(2n− 2)) (19)

Clearly, the gap is at most 2 log2(|E|).

C. Lower Bound on the Spare Capacity

Lemma 1: Let K be a set of links that form a cut in G.
The spare capacity along the links in K is at least

1

|K| − 1

∑
e∈K

qe ≤
∑
e∈K

pe . (20)

Proof: In case link e fails, protection routes must be
able to circumvent e via the other links in K, thus the spare
capacity along those links is at least qe, formally

qe ≤
∑

f∈K,e6=f

pf . (21)

There are |K| such inequalities for 1 ≤ e ≤ |K|. By summing
up these inequalities we get∑

e∈K
qe ≤

∑
e∈K

∑
f∈K,e6=f

pf = (|K| − 1) ·
∑
e∈K

pe . (22)

Finally, dividing both sides by (|K| − 1) we get Eq. (20).
Corollary 2: Let K1, . . . ,Kk be a pairwise disjoint cuts.

Then
M≥

∑
1≤l≤k

∑
e∈Kl

qe
|Kl| − 1

. (23)

Corollary 3: Let NG(v) denote the set of links adjacent to
node v and ∆v = |NG(v)|

M ≥
∑
v∈V

∑
e∈NG(v)

qe
∆v − 1

. (24)

As a rule of thumb, the minimal ratio of spare to working ca-
pacity can be estimated by 1/(∆−1) [1], where ∆ = 2|E|/|V |
is the average nodal degree. It was proved for the case when
the working capacity is the same on every link [1]. This can
be also deduced from Corollary 3 by applying the inequality
of arithmetic and harmonic means.

D. Dominance of Monitoring Resources

With the proposed NL-UFL construction in the Cn(1, 2)
topologies, we are interested in whether and how much mon-
itoring resources can be hidden by restoration resources. Let
the average working capacity per link, the average restoration
capacity per link, and average monitoring capacity per link,
be denoted by

q =
1

|E|
∑
e∈E

qe, p =
1

|E|
∑
e∈E

pe, m =
1

|E|
∑
e∈E

me,

respectively. Formally, the dominance of monitoring resources
occurs when m ≥ p, which serves as a sufficient condition
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that additional monitoring resources are required by FDP on
top of the restoration capacity .

Let θ measure the traffic demand as a percentage of s− d
pairs that are loaded with a W-LP. For example, θ = 100%
means each s − d pair (i.e., |V |(|V | − 1)/2) is connected
by a W-LP. It is clear that with smaller θ, the dominance of
monitoring resources is more likely to happen. There naturally
comes up an interesting question: with a specific topology,
for which values of θ will make the monitoring resources
dominant? Is there a lower bound on θ, say 1%, below which
m < p is unconditionally true? In the following theorem we
show that there is no such a lower bound on θ in a circulant
topology G = Cn(1, 2) under single-link SRLGs.

Theorem 3: For any positive θ > 0, there exists an FDP-
SCA problem (with topology, SRLG and traffic) where the
monitoring resources will never dominate the spare capacity
(i.e., m < p).

Proof: We pick the circulant graphs G = Cn(1, 2) as a
topology with unit cost along each link, and all single link
failures for SRLG. Let G = Cn(1, 2) contain a set of nodes
denoted as 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and edges denoted as (v, v + 1)
and (v, v + 2), for v = 0, . . . , n − 1, where the addition is
understood modulo n. Let us call the edges (v, v + 1) by
on-cycle edges and the rest chordal edges (see also Fig. 3).
As for the traffic, let G be launched with a set of shortest-
path routed W-LPs denoted as W = W1, . . . ,Wk, such that
k ≤ θ · n(n−1)2 . Let h = max{5, d 1θ e} and n = 4h ≥ 20.
Nodes s and d are connected with a W-LP along the shortest
path route if s − d ≡ 0 mod h. In this case the number of
directed connections is k = 3

2n, because each source node s
is connected with s+h, s+ 2h and s+ 3h, where addition is
understood modulo n. Therefore, the total number of directed
connections is

θ · n(n− 1)

2
= θ ·4·max{5, d1

θ
e}n− 1

2
≥ 2(n−1) ≥ 3

2
n = k

Next, we define a set of disjoint cuts K1, . . . ,Kn/4, where
Ki contains 6 links (v−1, v+1), (v, v+1), (v, v+2) for both
v = 2i and v = 2i+n/2. Each cut Ki, i = 1, . . . n/4 separates
the graph into two equal-size fragments with n

2 nodes, thus the
number of W-LPs passing through the cut is at least n, because
for each source node s the number of possible destination
nodes in the other side of the cut is 2, thus there are at least
n for which s− d ≡ 0 mod h holds.

According to Corollary 2 we haveM≥ 1
5 ·n·

6
4n, where 6

4n
is the total number of links in the cuts K1, . . . ,Kn/4. Note
that, the number of links |E| = 2n, thus p = M

2n . According
to Theorem 1, the total monitoring capacity of the bm-trails is
ndlog2 n+ 1e+ n. Thus we have m = 1

2 (dlog2 n+ 1e+ 1).
Therefore, m < p holds when dlog2 n+1e+1 < 3

10 ·n which
is always true for n ≥ 20.

It is important to note that although necessary, the dom-
inance of monitoring resources is not sufficient for nonzero
monitoring overhead.

V. GENERAL TOPOLOGIES WITH MULTI-LINK SRLGS

We approach the proposed SCA problem by first solving
the m-trail allocation problem for multi-link SRLGs, followed
by the solution of FDP restoration capacity allocation.

A. NL-UFL for Multi-Link SRLGs

We propose a novel m-trail allocation scheme for NL-UFL
under multi-link SRLGs, called NL Link Code Construction
(NL-LCC). The basic idea of NL-LCC is to successively and
incrementally construct the alarm code table (ACT) at each
node. A similar idea was explored in our previous work [24];
however, different from any previously reported scheme, NL-
LCC meets all the desired features of the proposed framework
which incorporates in-band information, deals with multi-link
SRLGs, and can achieve NL-UFL.

Let Av at node v denote the ACT of v, which is a binary
matrix on all the m-trails traversing through v, with each entry
avz,j = 1 if Tj passes SRLG z, avz,j = 0 if Tj is disjoint from
z, and ”x” (i.e., a don’t care bit) if it does not affect the NL-
UFL property by having Tj pass through z or not. The pseudo
code of NL-LCC is given in Algorithm 1 and is explained step
by step as follows.

In Step (3), each node has an initial ACT generated based
on the terminated W-LPs, where avz,j = 1 if Wj terminated
at node v passes through z, and 0 otherwise. Then, the
heuristic enters the loop in Step (4) - (5) which checks each
pair of SRLGs to ensure their alarm codes are different and
distinguishable at any node v. The heuristic targets at that all
the SRLG alarm codes are unique by flipping as few don’t
care bits to 0 or 1 as possible.

If two SRLG z1 and z2 are found with a common alarm
code (i.e., Avz1 = Avz2 in Step (6)), the heuristic first checks
if the last bit of each alarm code is x (Step (7)). If not, in
Step (8) one more bit is appended and tapped with a don’t
care bit x, where the length of alarm codes at v is increased
by one (i.e., bv = bv + 1).

Note that ensuring the last bit position of SRLG alarm code
as x is necessary for the guaranteed success in distinguishing
the alarm code of SRLG z1 and z2 through Steps (9)−(18).

In Step (10) we iterate through each link e ∈
(z1 ∪ z2) \ (z1 ∩ z2) from the symmetric difference of z1 and
z2 (e.g., e ∈ z1, e /∈ z2) and in Step (11) we iterate through
every bit position j. In Step (12) if the jth bit of the alarm code
of e is x or 1, and ∀f ∈ z2 the jth position is x or 0, we treat
link e and position j as a good candidate for distinguishing
the failure of SRLG z1 and z2. Next, in Step (13) we evaluate
the cost of this candidate, which is the number of don’t care
bits among ave,j , and avf,j , ∀f ∈ z2. Our goal is to select the
possible link e and position j where the fewest number of bits
should be set to 0 or 1, and thus most don’t care bits remain
for the next iterations, which is stored in the working variables
em and jm in Step (15). Note that, such a bit position always
exists because the last bit is x due to Step (8). Next, the best
candidate is selected in Step (16), and bit jm of link em is
set 1, while ∀f ∈ z2 is set 0 at position jm. In such a way
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we can ensure avz1,jm 6= avz2,jm , which will remain unchanged
regardless of the future iterations.

Finally, we need to make sure that all the information is
local at node v; thus we search for the shortest path in G
between node v and the closest terminal node of em through
links f with avf,jm = {1, x} in Step (17), and set those bits to
1 in Step (18).

Algorithm 1: Network-Wide Local Link Code Construc-
tion (NL-LCC) Algorithm
Input: G = (V,E), SRLG,W1, . . . ,Wk
Result: Set of T1, . . . , Tb bm-trails

1 begin
2 for v ∈ V do
3 Construct an initial ACT at node v.
4 for z1 ∈ SRLG do
5 for z2 ∈ SRLG do
6 if z1 6= z2 ∧Avz1 = Avz2 then
7 if ∃e, ave,bv = {0, 1} then
8 Add a new bit x to each alarm code
9 em, jm, dm =∞

10 for e ∈ (z1 ∪ z2) \ (z1 ∩ z2) do
11 for j = 1, . . . , bv do
12 if ave,j = {1, x} ∧ avf,j = {0, x},∀f ∈ z2 then
13 d := number of x bits in ave,j , a

v
f,j ,∀f ∈ z2.

14 if d < dm then
15 dm = d, em = e, jm = j

16 Set avem,jm = 1 and avf,jm = 0,∀f ∈ z2.
17 Find the shortest path between node v and link

em along links with don’t care or 1 bits at
position jm.

18 Set the don’t care bits along the path to 1.

B. FDP based P-LP routing

Routing of P-LPs given a set of W-LPs for FDP, which
is termed restoration capacity allocation in this paper, has
been extensively studied in the past decade. The method is
formally called Spare Capacity Placement/Allocation for Path
Restoration with stub release, and is generally called path
restoration. Detailed descriptions can be found in [1], [2], [4],
[41, Chapter 6], [42, Chapter 9.5.2] for both ILP formulations
and heuristic approaches. Since this paper focuses on the
proposed signaling-free restoration framework via all-optical
failure localization, we simply adopt the state-of-the-art FDP
path restoration schemes. To be specific, the ILP in [42]
and Successive Survivable Routing (SSR) algorithm in [4]
are implemented in Section VI for comparison with other
counterparts as well as for understanding the performance
behaviors under the monitoring resource hidden property.
Here, SSR iteratively routes link-disjoint P-LPs for a W-LP
corresponding to each SRLG involved by the W-LP one at
a time using shortest path search based on the latest spare
capacity information.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Comparison of Signaling-free Protection Methods

We first compare the proposed approach with a couple of
reported pre-configured protection schemes, namely p-Cycle
and Cooperative Fast Protection (CFP) [16]. Both p-Cycle and
CFP organize spare capacity into pre-cross-connected cycles to
achieve signaling free restoration. CFP was reported to achieve
better capacity efficiency by initiating coopration among the
failure-aware nodes and reusing the released working capacity
of the disrupted lightpaths (i.e., stubs). We computed the
optimal solution by implementing and solving the ILP for
each of the three schemes, specifically the one in [14] for p-
Cycle, [16] for CFP, and [42, Chapter 9.5.2] for FDP that is
required in the proposed approach, respectively. Note that the
ILP for p-Cycle in [14] is enumeration-free and considered
as a general yet efficient ILP formulation that can achieve
the optimal capacity efficiency. We employed the same link
cost values as [16], [14], and [15], respectively, to ensure that
the experiment environments are completely in line with the
previous art, in which W-LPs with λ WLs were shortest-path
routed across the s − d pairs in each case. The results were
obtained by solving the ILPs using CPLEX v.11, all with a
zero gap to the optimal.

1) Under Single-Link SRLGs: The first two columns of
Table I show the results on single-link SRLGs using Smallnet
[16] topology (10 nodes, 22 edges) and COST239 [14] net-
work (11 nodes, 26 edges). The proposed approach consumed
a total cost of max{48, 11λ} in Smallnet, compared with 17λ
and 13λ by p-Cycle and CFP respectively; and a total cost of
max{35665, 22660λ} in COST239, compared with 32760λ
by p-Cycle. Therefore, when λ ≥ 4 in Smallnet and λ ≥ 2 in
COST239, the proposed signaling-free restoration framework
will outperform p-Cycle and CFP; and with larger λ (i.e.,
with more working capacity), the advantage of the proposed
approach increases. Note that by assuming constant link cost
and unlimited link capacity, a number of λ W-LPs are loaded
along a common route for each s− d pair, which is expected
to consume λ times more restoration resources compared to
single W-LP.

2) Under Multi-Link SRLGs: The last column of Table I
shows the results with all single-link and double-link SRLGs
on NSF network (14 nodes, 22 links). We have adopted the
problem instance in [15] for comparison, which is, to the
best of our knowledge, the only previously reported study
that provides an ILP for static multi-link SRLG p-Cycle
design. Note that all the other studies for multi-link SRLGs
using p-Cycles have focused on reconfiguration, rerouting, and
dynamic reconfiguration of spare capacity, which do not fit
into the targeted scenario. As shown in Table I, p-Cycle takes
several times higher cost than the proposed approach even
when λ = 1 (i.e., 965 versus 302). This clearly shows that the
proposed restoration framework gains even more advantages
when multi-link SRLGs are considered.

3) Typical restoration times: For p-cycle and CFP we
assume an optimistic tfl = 2 ms, tfn = 0, tdc = 10ms,
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TABLE I
THE OPTIMAL SPARE BANDWIDTH (M) THE TYPICAL RESTORATION TIME
tR[ms] AND THE COMPUTATION TIME (C[s]) OF THE NETWORK DESIGN

FOR PROPOSED RESTORATION FRAMEWORK COMPARED WITH P-CYCLES
AND CFP (W-LPS WITH λBU).

single failures double failures
Smallnet [16] COST239 [14] NSF [15]

P-cycle
M = 17λ M = 32760λ M = 965λ
tR[ms] ≈ 20 tR[ms] ≈ 28 tR[ms] ≈ 34
C[s] = 17.22 C[s] = 34.68

CFP
M = 13λ
tR[ms] ≈ 19
C[s] = 39004

FDP M = 11λ M = 22660λ M = 134λ
C[s] = 0.41 C[s] = 8.36 C[s] = 1485

M-trail M = 48 M = 35665 M = 302
C[s] = 3.53 C[s] = 7.12 C[s] = 1319
tR[ms] ≈ 34 tR[ms] ≈ 52 tR[ms] ≈ 36

and tts = 0.005 · l12 , where l1 is the physical length of the
longest p-cycle. For Smallnet and NSF we assumed each link
is 400km long when the traffic restoration completion time
was computed, which is 2ms for each link. When multiple
failures are considered, p is the total length of the two longest
p-cycles. For FDP and m-trail we assume tfl = 0.005 · l22 ms,
tfn = 0, tdc = 10ms, and tts = 0.005 · l3, where l2 is the
physical length of the longest m-trail, and l3 is the physical
length of the longest protection segment.

B. Monitoring Resources Hidden

We have seen that the proposed approach is outperformed
by its counterparts when the working traffic load is small,
but will become much more efficient when the number of
W-LPs increases, and the monitoring resources can be com-
pletely hidden by the restoration capacity for FDP. There-
fore, we claim that the proposed approach can achieve the
same capacity efficiency as conventional FDP provided the
network is loaded with sufficiently large working capacity.
This subsection provides extensive simulation results in a wide
range of network topologies and SRLG densities, so as to
gain deeper understanding on the monitoring resource hidden
property under the proposed restoration framework.

The randomly generated planar graphs are classified accord-
ing to parameter g, which is the length of the longest inner face
contained in the graph. Clearly, graphs with smaller values of
g are considered more densely meshed; and in the generated
graphs, the average nodal degree of each graph ranges from
5.4 (for g = 3) to 2.76 (for g = 7). We adopted SRLGs with
single link and double adjacent links, and the SRLG density
considered in the problem is parameterized by a double failure
density parameter, denoted by f and measured in percentage,
which indicates the fraction f of all double adjacent link
SRLGs under consideration.

We evaluate the resource consumption in the proposed
framework by increasing the working traffic, which is defined
as the percentage of s − d pairs that are interconnected by a
W-LP (i.e., θ). Let every W-LP and m-trail take a single wave-
length of bandwidth (i.e., a single WL). The ILP in [42] was
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Fig. 4. Average monitoring overhead.
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Fig. 5. Average used capacity on the links in the COST266 reference
network, where working, spare and m-trail capacity is denoted by q, p and
m, respectively.

no longer used here due to the huge computation complexity;
instead, we adopted SSR [4] that sequentially allocates P-LPs
for each W-LP. SSR iteratively launches Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm to find disjoint backup paths with each SRLG
involved in W-LP one at a time using the latest spare capacity
information.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the average monitoring overhead,
i.e.,

1

|E|
·
∑
e∈E

max{0,me − pe},

as θ is increased from 0% to 100%. It meets our expectation
that, as the percentage of loaded s − d pairs (i.e., θ) is
decreased, and/or as the percentage of double-link adjacent
SRLGs (i.e., f ) increases, the monitoring overhead increases
accordingly. It is interesting to observe that the topology
density does not affect the monitoring overhead as shown in
Fig. 4(b), because by taking a sparser topology increases the
total monitoring capacity for m-trails, meanwhile increasing
the required restoration capacity for FDP, too. As a rule of
thumb, we claim that the monitoring overhead is negligible if
at least 50% of the node-pairs in a network are loaded with
a W-LP. Further, with more than 20% of loaded s − d pairs,
the monitoring overhead is 1 WL per link under single-link
SRLGs, regardless the network density.
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Fig. 6. Maximum overall capacity in WLs.

In Fig. 5(a) and (b), the average numbers of WLs per link
for W-LPs, P-LPs, and m-trails are evaluated in the COST266
European reference network [42] (37 nodes, 57 links) with
f = 0 and f = 90% in (a) and (b), respectively. The
intersections of the curves for average restoration capacity per
link (i.e., p) and average monitoring capacity per link (i.e.,
m) are at θ = 20% and θ = 40% with an SRLG density
f = 0% and f = 90%, respectively. The curve of m shows
the contribution adopting in-band information in the reduction
of monitoring resource consumption, which is not obvious in
the single-link SRLG scenario in Fig. 5(a). Nonetheless, the
effect of taking in-band information becomes non-trivial when
multi-link SRLGs are considered, where m decreases from
21.1 to 13.5 as θ increases from 0% to 100%, as shown in
Fig. 5(b). Further, the reduction of m occurs mostly in the light
traffic region where the monitoring resources are more likely
to be dominant. Note that for single link failures the number
of m-trails is dlog2 |E|e, while for adjacent dual failure it was
50-60 m-trails for the COST266 network.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the relation between the maximum
total capacity required along each link (i.e., q + max{m, p})
and θ by using COST266 European reference network (37
nodes, 57 links), under various SRLG densities and topology
densities, respectively. In Fig. 6(a) when θ = 50%, the re-
quired maximum WLs is roughly 80. This provides us a design
guideline that with 80 WLs of total capacity consumed along
each link in COST266, the proposed framework can most
likely achieve optimal performance by using the proposed
approach, due to the fact that θ = 50% is found to be the
turning point for reaching zero monitoring overhead under
multi-link SRLGs, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Further, as shown in
Fig. 6(b), 30−45 WLs of overall capacity along each link is the
threshold for zero monitoring overhead for single-link failures,
because θ = 20% is the turning point of zero monitoring
overhead under single-link SRLGs, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a novel restoration framework for
failure dependent protection (FDP), aiming to achieve the
following three desired features of optical layer protection
in all-optical mesh networks: (1) a signaling-free and com-

pletely all-optical restoration process; (2) 100% restorability
for any multi-link SRLG failure event; and (3) optimal ca-
pacity efficiency as FDP. By incorporating state-of-the-art all-
optical failure localization techniques, the paper first defined
a novel spare capacity allocation task that is composed of
two parts: monitoring resource allocation for m-trails, as well
as restoration resource allocation for implementing FDP. The
paper demonstrated how the proposed restoration process is
signaling-free and all-optical with an ultra-fast and guaranteed
restoration speed. Then we analyzed the proposed problem
regarding its monitoring resource hidden property, where
a polynomial time deterministic construction on circulant
topologies was developed and proved that the dominance of
monitoring resources does not occur even when traffic load
(i.e., θ) is close to zero.

A heuristic approach was developed, which includes a
novel m-trail allocation scheme for NL-UFL under multi-link
SRLGs, namely NL-LCC. Extensive simulation was conducted
to examine the proposed approach regarding its capacity effi-
ciency compared with p-Cycle and cooperative fast protection
(CFP), as well as its monitoring resource hidden property. Our
findings in the simulations are summarized as follows: (1)
the proposed FDP restoration framework outperforms the two
schemes in terms of capacity efficiency when working traffic
is over some threshold, and such advantage is getting more
significant when there is more working traffic; (2) a turning
point exists in terms of the percentage of loaded s − d pairs
(i.e., θ) which results in zero monitoring overhead, which is
θ = 50% and θ = 20% for multi-link SRLGs and single-
link SRLGs, respectively; (3) a rule of thumb was identified
to estimate whether the proposed approach achieves zero
monitoring overhead using the amount of maximum occupied
capacity along each link.
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APPENDIX

Lemma 2: Let m ≥ 2 be an integer. Then f(t) =
2t
t+1

(
log2(t) + m−t

t

)
is a decreasing function of t for 1 ≤

t ≤ m
2 .
Proof: One can verify the lemma directly for m < 16.

For m ≥ 16 we have

f ′(t) =
2

(t+ 1)2

(
log2 t+

m− t
t

)
+

2t

t+ 1

(
1

t ln 2
− m

t2

)
,

and

(t+ 1)2

2
f ′(t) = log2 t+

m− t
t

+
t+ 1

ln 2
− m(t+ 1)

t
=

= log2 t+
t+ 1

ln 2
−m− 1. (25)

We have to show that

log2 t+
t+ 1

ln 2
−m− 1 ≤ 0 (26)

on [1, m2 ]. As the function of t on the left hand side is
increasing on the interval, it is enough to verify (26) for
t = m/2. This follows by noting that the function h(m) :=

log2m − 2 + m/2+1
ln 2 − m is decreasing for m > 8, and

h(16) < 0.
Lemma 3: Let n,m > 0 be fixed real numbers. Then

2t
n+1

(
log2 t+ m−t

t

)
is an increasing function of t for on

[1,∞].
Proof: Clearly it is enough to show that g(t) =

t
(
log2 t+ m−t

t

)
is increasing. We have

g′(t) = log2 t+
m− t
t

+ t

(
1

t ln 2
− m

t2

)
=

= log2 t+
1

ln 2
− 1 > log2 t+ 0.44 > 0

on [1,∞].
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